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Abstract: Manifestations of two solar flares of March 2022 were studied over Mexico. The flare effects
in the lower ionosphere had a ~3 min delay from the X1.3-flare onset and ~5 min from the M9.6-flare
onset. The maximal impact on the HF signal amplitude was ~(14–15) min after the onset of both flares.
The X1.3-flare provoked the shortwave fadeout during ~6 min. The effects in the lower ionosphere
lasted longer than the flares and the effects at the F2 region and higher altitudes only during the
flares. The interpretation of results showed the following. (1) Based on the absorption level estimated
with minimum frequency and signal amplitude on ionograms, the major role of X-ray radiation in the
electron concentration increase in the lower ionosphere was confirmed. At the same time, the EUV
radiation impact on the lower ionosphere cannot be totally discarded. The lower ionosphere recovery
began before and lasted after the X1.3-flare end, being more rapid at Eglin than in Mexico. During
M9.6-flare, the responses at the two observation points were rather synchronized due to the more
similar illumination conditions at the two meridians. (2) According to the dI variations characterizing
the F2 region and higher, the M9.6-flare provoked medium-scale and the X1.3-flare provoked both
medium- and small-scale ionospheric irregularities. The response duration corresponded to the dI
series filtered with (10–20) min windows. The dI curve during the flares was characterized by the
И-form and depended more on the active region position and the flare class than on the solar zenith
angle. The available data do not allow us to unambiguously identify the reason for the negative dI:
the applied filtering procedure or the physical effect. (3) During both flares, the major EUV impact
on the lower ionosphere was by the flux at 133.5 nm and on the F2 region and higher altitudes at
25.6 nm. In addition, during the M9.6-flare, EUV 28.4, 30.4 and 121.6 nm spectral bands also played
an important role in the F2 response. During the X1.3-flare, the EUV 25.6 nm flux and X-ray flux
impacts on the F2 region were of the same level. The weakest impact was caused by the emission in
the EUV 28.4 nm spectral band on the absorption in the lower ionosphere during both flares and on
the electron density in the F2 region and higher during the X1.3-flare.
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1. Introduction

Ionospheric disturbances determine ionospheric parameter deviations from their
quiet diurnal values with characteristic time scales from some minutes to several days.
The ionosphere can be perturbed by different factors. Sometimes, the effects of different
sources superpose.

Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SID) are the ionization increases of the dayside
ionosphere caused by the bursts of ultraviolet and X-ray radiation from the Sun during
solar flares. Sharp increases in solar X-rays ionizing radiation result in an increase of the
ionization velocity and eventually in the corresponding electron concentration increases in
the D and lower E regions of the ionosphere. SIDs in the upper E and F regions that are
mostly ionized by ultraviolet radiation are usually less pronounced and of less duration [1].
Significant increases of radiation affect radio propagation conditions [2]. Each particular
flare is a unique event, and the ionospheric response to it can vary. In the worst case, the
total absorption of the energy of radio waves propagating by reflection in the ionosphere
is observed. In general, the electron concentration increase caused by the intense flares
is maximal within altitudes of 60–85 km. It can also reach 50–200% in the ionospheric E
region and 10–30% in the F region [1,3].

In this work, we estimate the impacts of two intense flares (X1.3 and M9.6) that
occurred on 30 and 31 March 2022 on the topside and the lower ionosphere over the
Mexican region. Since the flares occurred close to the Mexican noon, its territory was most
affected by the flares.

Data of different instruments may be used to estimate the flare impact on the iono-
sphere in general and the absorption level in particular, for example radars, e.g., [4,5], ri-
ometers (mostly at high-latitudes) e.g., [6], ionospheric sounding (ionosonde) data e.g., [7,8],
satellite-to-ground radio methods [9,10], VLF signal data (including signal amplitudes)
e.g., [11,12] and others.

The attenuation of HF radio waves is due to absorption in the lower ionosphere [2,3,13].
The fadeout events occur more often at high-latitudes [14]. Our focus is on the low- to
mid-latitudes of the North American sector.

Intense solar flares can also perturb the ionosphere at higher altitudes, namely at the
F2-layer heights and in the topside ionosphere [15–19] and references therein. One of the
approaches to study the effects at these heights is the use of slant and/or vertical Total
Tlectron Content (TEC) data (e.g., [19]). Habarulema et al. [20], citing the articles of 2021,
pointed out that the flare effects can extend to geospace, which emphasizes the importance
of TEC use for analysis. Similar to Habarulema et al. [20], we had the opportunity to
involve both TEC and ionospheric sounding data. The peculiarity of the present study is
the high temporal resolution of the ionosonde data (ionograms taken each 2 min) and the
GNSS-derived filtered slant TEC (sTEC) data (time series resolution of 30 s).

There are many statistical and case studies on solar flare’s influence on the ionosphere
(we only mention some of them not to overload the text with numerous references that the
reader can find in the review papers). Nonetheless, to date, the interest in studying flare
effects, especially within the ionospheric regional context, has not faded. This is partially
explained by the variability of the ionospheric responses to this type of Space Weather
disturbance. As shown by Barta et al. and Habarulema et al. [7,20], the flare effects have
been studied most frequently for the European and African regions. This study is focused
on the low latitudes of the North American sector. Recently, Le et al. [21] revealed an
interesting feature for this region. According to these authors, some flares resulted in TEC
enhancements being the highest, not near the subsolar point, but rather far away from
it. They found that the anomaly distributions of TEC deviations were observed mainly
in the North American region during the flares that occurred in September–November.
Though our study is focused on spring flares, such results indicate the overall importance
of the studies for this region. During equinoxes, the ionospheric response to flares is
more pronounced than during solstice periods because of the seasonal variation of neutral
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density [22]. This is our case, as the considered flares occurred 10 days after the spring
equinox in 2022.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the two flares
considered. Section 3 introduces the data used for the study. Section 4.1 discusses the flare
effects on the lower ionosphere (D and lower E regions) revealed with the ionospheric
sounding data. Section 4.2 presents the results of the flare effect detection at the higher
ionospheric heights (from the F2 region to the topside ionosphere). Final remarks are given
in Conclusions.

2. Description of the Considered Flares

Two intense solar flares occurred near the midday local time of the American sector on
30 and 31 March 2022. The flare parameters are given in Table 1. There are similarities and
differences in the observation conditions of the considered events. Both were caused by the
same active region (AR) on the solar disk (Figure 1), which was disappearing due to solar
rotation (Figure 2). In addition to the close local time of occurrence (LT), both flares had
comparable durations and occurred under undisturbed geomagnetic conditions. However,
though the two events occurred on two consecutive days, meaning the same total daylight
duration and seasonal conditions, there was a difference in the solar activity represented by
the F10.7-index and some difference in the geomagnetic conditions. Note that no magnetic
storm occurred on the flare days or before. Notwithstanding the F10.7 and Dst variations,
it was possible to observe exactly the flare effects. The intensity of the flares was different.

Table 1. Parameters of the considered flares and conditions of their observation.

Date
Flare

Onset,
UT

Flare
Max,
UT

Flare
End,
UT

Duration
(Phases),

Min

LT =
~(UT-5) X-Class AR

(Coordinates)
F10.7, s.f.u
(at 20 UT)

Dst *
(Daily max/min),

nT

30 March 2022
DOY = 089 17:21 17:37 17:46 25 (16 + 9) 12:21 LT X1.3 2975

(N13W31) 151.3 10/−9

31 March 2022
DOY = 090 18:17 18:35 18:45 28 (18 + 10) 13:17 LT M9.6 2975

(N12W47) 239.5 22/−18

* Dst values are given only to characterize the overall background conditions.
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Figure 1. Images of the solar chromosphere in H-Alpha (6562.8 Å) taken in Morelia, Mexico: the
whole solar disk (left) and the AR 2975 in focus (right) on 30 March 2022. The images are provided
by the Laboratory of Geo-Spatial Sciences (LACIGE), Morelia, Mexico.
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is ~51 km. They operated in the range of 2–30 MHz with a frequency sweep rate of 150 
kHz/s and a frequency turning step ≤ 1 Hz. The chirp sounding frequency sweep rate and 
frequency operation range were different in different time intervals and depended on the 
experiment tasks of the particular time period. During the last days of March 2022, the 
sounding signal parameters did not change, which allowed us to detect the HF propaga-
tion condition variations during the considered flares. We also studied VIS ionograms by 
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86.5°W). Eglin ionograms were taken every 7.5 min [23]. Figure 3 shows a map of the 
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Figure 2. X-ray flux by GOES satellite data (flare moments marked with arrows) (a), and AR
position on the solar disk on 30 March 2022 (b) and 31 March 2022 (c). Data supplied by courtesy of
SolarMonitor.org and NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center.

3. Data Used

The ionograms of Vertical Ionospheric Sounding (VIS) taken in the North American
low- to mid-latitude sector were used for the analysis. Quasi-vertical ionospheric sounding
experimental campaigns were performed in Mexico in 2021–2022. The transceiver and re-
ceiver stations were installed in the National Space Weather Laboratory of Mexico (LANCE)
in Mexart, Mexico (MEXART, 19.8◦N, 101.68◦W), and in Morelia, Mexico (IGUM, 19.64◦N,
101.22◦W), respectively. The distance between the two stations is ~51 km. They operated in
the range of 2–30 MHz with a frequency sweep rate of 150 kHz/s and a frequency turning
step ≤ 1 Hz. The chirp sounding frequency sweep rate and frequency operation range were
different in different time intervals and depended on the experiment tasks of the particular
time period. During the last days of March 2022, the sounding signal parameters did not
change, which allowed us to detect the HF propagation condition variations during the
considered flares. We also studied VIS ionograms by the Eglin digisonde station located in
the southern part of the US (EG931, 30.5◦N, 86.5◦W). Eglin ionograms were taken every
7.5 min [23]. Figure 3 shows a map of the experiment.
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Data from 35 local GNSS stations were involved in the analysis (Figure 3). First,
based on dual-frequency phase measurements, sTEC values were calculated along each
line-of-site (LoS) between the visible GPS satellites and ground receivers. Then, to eliminate
trends, the time series of sTEC for every continuous arc (interval when data exhibit no
jumps, gaps or other artifacts) were detrended with splines [24]. Third, they were filtered
with a centered moving average with three different sets of windows. As a result, we
had time series filtered with 2 and 10 min, 10 and 20 min and 20 and 60 min windows.
The purpose of filtration is to have variation with periods in the aforementioned ranges.
Each of the three time series corresponded to different spatiotemporal scales of ionospheric
disturbances. Finally, these three filtered sTEC variations were converted to equivalent
vertical variations (dI) for each LoS using the mapping function [25] and references therein.
The resulting dI curve is the deviation of the sTEC from its trend. dI is constructed in this
way to have its mean values close to zero for every continuous arc. The time series of Rate
of TEC index (ROTI) were involved to support the analysis [26,27].

The data on the X-ray and Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) fluxes measured by the Extreme
Ultraviolet Sensor and X-ray Irradiance Sensors at the Geostationary Operational Environ-
mental Satellite (GOES-R) at the geostationary orbit were involved in the analysis [28]. Dst
and F10.7 indices were used to estimate the geomagnetic field state and the overall level of
solar activity, respectively.

4. Results of Observations
4.1. Flare Effects by VIS Data
4.1.1. Ionospheric Conditions by Ionograms

First, let us consider the ionospheric conditions at the low latitudes of the North
American sector (geographic latitude ~20◦N; geomagnetic latitude ~28◦N). In March 2022,
chirp ionosondes in the center of Mexico were operated in experimental mode. The
ionogram background was contaminated with some noise due to radio interference near
the receiver station. Nonetheless, the results of observations allowed us to clearly detect
the flare effects. It is worth noting that at the end of March 2022, only the traces of reflection
from the F2-layer were present on the ionograms during the time of interest (between 17
and 19 UT). We use the observations on 29 March and 1 April as a reference for comparison
with the ionograms of 30 and 31 March. The examples of the ionograms for the first flare
are shown in Figure 4.

On 30 March 2022, the flare’s onset, peak and end were at 17:21, 17:37 and 17:46 UT,
respectively. According to the sounding data (Figure 4), a signal amplitude decrease was
observed on ionograms beginning from 17:24 UT. The shortwave fadeout (the absence
of the reflected signal on the ionograms due to the growth of absorption in the lower
ionosphere) was observed between 17:34 and 17:40 UT. Then, the appearance of the signal
traces on the ionogram at higher frequencies of the considered frequency range began
at 17:40–17:42 UT. The recovery lasted until approximately 18:48 UT, when the pre-flare
amplitude level was reached.

To sum up, the lower ionosphere over Mexico (D region and lower part of E region)
responded with a 3 min delay to the flare onset. The fadeout lasted about 6 min. The
recovery of radio propagation conditions to their pre-flare level lasted about 1 h after the
flare end.

Further, we estimate the ionospheric conditions at the middle latitudes of the consid-
ered sector (geographic latitude ~30◦N; geomagnetic latitude ~40◦N). Since the time step
of taking ionograms at the Eglin station is 7.5 min, this complicates the identification of the
exact time of the ionospheric responses to fast phenomena. According to the available data
(Figure 5), no effect was detected at 17:22:30 UT (1.5 min after the flare onset). The observed
signal was less intense and its frequency range shortened at 17:30:00 UT. The reflected
signal was absent on the ionogram (fadeout) at 17:37:30 UT (30s after the flare peak) and
began to recover at 17:45:00 UT (1 min before the flare end). In general, this timeline is in
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accord with the Mexican ionosonde measurements, though the lower temporal resolution
of data by Eglin did not allow a detailed comparison
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At both stations, the ionospheric response was delayed some minutes after the flare
onset. The total absorption of the signal was detected near the time of the flare peak.
Here, we note that the sounding signal parameters (emitted power, type of the radio wave
(continuous/pulse), antenna pattern, etc.) are different at two stations; therefore, we may
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compare the fadeout events only qualitatively. The recovery to the pre-flare conditions was
longer at lower latitudes (before the flare end at Eglin and after the flare end in Mexico).

In regard to the less intense flare on 31 March 2022, the beginning of the impact on the
lower ionosphere was detected at 18:22 UT (5 min after the flare onset) by the low-latitude
VIS data (Figure 6). At 18:28 UT, the narrowing of the frequency range of the reflected
signal began. The lowest signal amplitudes and the narrowest frequency range (18:32 UT)
were detected 3 min before the flare peak. The recovery of the pre-flare conditions was
slow. It began at 18:38 UT and lasted until approximately 19:12 UT. To note, the flare end
was at 18:45 UT.
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Figure 6. Ionograms taken before and during the M9.6-flare on 31 March 2022.

At the Eglin station (Figure 7), at 18:22:30 UT (5.5 min after the flare onset), still no
effect was detected. At 18:30 UT (13 min after the onset), the reflected signal was observed
in a very narrow frequency range. At 18:37:30 UT (2.5 min after the flare peak), the range
was the narrowest. The recovery to the pre-flare conditions lasted between 18:45 and
19:15 UT (during 30 min after the flare end).
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The flare effects at the two stations began simultaneously. In general (as far as the
temporal resolution allows estimating), the most pronounced effects and the recovery to
the pre-flare HF propagation conditions were also in accord at two stations. In contrast,
the day before, the responses in Mexico and Eglin to the more intense flare were not so
synchronized (the effects in Mexico lasted longer). The illumination conditions (LT of the
flare) at Mexican and Eglin meridians were more similar on 31 March than on 30 March.
In this case, the longitudinal difference between the stations was more important than
the latitudinal difference. The difference in the ionospheric response in Mexico and Eglin
on 30 March is probably explained by the different Sun’s zenith angle at the moment of
the flare.
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To sum up, according to the low-latitude ionosonde data of 2 min time resolution, the
effects of the X1-flare lasted ~1 h 24 min. The effects of the M9-flare on the next day lasted
~40 min. In both cases, the effect duration was longer than the flare duration (in contrast to
the effects in the F2 region and topside ionosphere by GNSS data, as shown further).

A detailed comparison of the flare impact processes with time is given in Figure 8. The
more intense (X1.3) flare on 30 March provoked the more significant response (narrowing
of the operation range and the signal amplitude decrease on ionograms) in the lower
ionosphere of the low- to mid-latitude North American sector than the less intense (M9.6)
flare on 31 March. Though, from first glance, this conclusion seems obvious, it is not
obvious at all. There are important factors other than the X-class of the flare. For instance,
Barta et al. [7] emphasized the role of the solar zenith angle.
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4.1.2. Estimation of the Reflected Signal Attenuation in Mexico

Ionograms provide many ionospheric and radio propagation parameter values. One
approach is to study the amplitude of the received ionospheric sounding signal (e.g., [8]).
In our case, the relative amplitude of the reflected chirp signal is displayed on ionograms
with color (color bar in the right part of the ionogram). When measurements are performed
with the same transceiver settings (no changes of the sweep rate, emitted power, frequency
and delay ranges, ionogram width, etc., during the period of interest), these amplitudes
(dB) in a series of ionograms may be compared to each other. A qualitative assessment
of the relative amplitudes of the received signal was obtained during the flares for the
following cases.

(1) The assessment of the relative signal amplitude (A) at the critical frequency of the
F2 layer for ordinary (foF2) or extraordinary (fxF2) components does not seem possible, as
the trace of the signal at these frequencies was not observed well or was absent on several
ionograms due to the increased absorption. Therefore, for each ionogram, we analyzed
the maximal A without regard to the frequency at which this maximal A was observed.
Since this frequency was different on each ionogram, our assessment is only of a qualitative
character. Nevertheless, further analysis showed the validity of this approach.

(2–3) Estimation of the signal amplitude at the same particular frequency is not always
possible, as the position of the traces on the ionograms changes with time (even under
quiet conditions). We analyzed A (dB) at 7 and 11 MHz because in our case, the reflected
signal was always present at these frequencies, with the exception of the fadeout interval.

For all three cases mentioned above, the relative amplitudes on the last ionogram taken
before the flare onset were considered as the reference amplitudes. Then, the difference
between the reference values and the values of amplitudes observed on the subsequent
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ionograms (taken after the flare onset) were calculated. Figure 9 shows the results for cases
(1)–(3) described above for three time intervals—that is, during the X1.3-flare of 30 March
and during the M9.6-flare of 31 March. As the time resolution of VIS data for 29 March
does not allow us to perform comparison with this quiet day, the day after the second flare
was chosen for comparison. The curves for 1 April are shown only during the time interval
of the first flare (30 March). Variations on 1 April during the same time interval as for the
second flare (31 March) are not shown for the economy of space. Essentially, they were
rather similar to the variations shown in Figure 9c. We remark that 1 April may not be
considered a geomagnetically quiet day, but it may be used as a reference day, first, because
the time scale and the magnitude of the ionospheric response to flares and magnetic field
disturbances are different and, second, because here, we compare the relative amplitudes
of the signal that are affected by flares and not affected by geomagnetic disturbances.
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Figure 9 illustrates the flare impacts: the decrease of the received signal amplitude
by 27.28 dB (at 11 MHz) was detected 13 min after the solar flare onset on 30 March. This
decrease was immediately followed by the fadeout event (~15 min after the flare onset).
As for 31 March, the maximal amplitude decrease by 30.38 dB (at 11 MHz) was revealed
14 min after the flare onset. During the reference day of 1 April, the relative amplitude
deviation did not exceed the value of 7 dB.

To conclude, the maximal impact of the flare on the reflected chirp signal amplitude in
the center of Mexico was observed approximately 14–15 min after the flare beginning for
both considered flares.

4.1.3. Correlation with Different Ranges of EUV and X-ray Radiation

The solar radiation spectral composition qualitatively changes during flares. The flare
impact on the ionosphere depends on the amount of radiation emitted in different EUV
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and X-ray ranges. To estimate the change of the absorption level during the flares, we
considered deviation of the relative amplitude of the reflected signal on the ionograms (dA)
discussed in the previous section. In addition, the value of the minimal frequency at which
the signal traces were observed on the ionogram (fmin) was considered. This parameter is
mainly defined by the absorption level in the ionosphere.

The linear correlation coefficients (r) between the time series of dA and EUV/X-ray
fluxes within different frequency bands were calculated. As the time step of ionograms
was 2 min, the time series of EUV and X-ray fluxes were also reduced to this step. Please
note that the series lengths were not the same as sometimes the signal trace was absent at
some frequency or at all frequencies due to absorption. Nonetheless, this analysis allows us
to obtain at least a qualitative assessment of the impacts of different radiation bands. The
coefficient r was also calculated between the fmin value and the EUV/X-ray fluxes within
different frequency bands. The results for the two flares are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
Low r values are given in red and high r values in blue.

Table 2. The coefficient r during the X1.3 flare.

EUV Bands, 30 March 2022

25.6 nm 28.4 nm 30.4 nm 117.5 nm 121.6 nm 133.5 nm 140.5 nm

dA(7), dB −0.75 −0.65 −0.85 −0.70 −0.79 −0.76 −0.56

dA(11), dB −0.82 −0.54 −0.86 −0.89 −0.74 −0.91 −0.78

dAmax, dB −0.90 −0.73 −0.97 −0.86 −0.91 −0.90 −0.74

fmin 0.89 0.52 0.92 0.95 0.80 0.96 0.86

Table 3. The same as in Table 2, but for the M9.6-flare.

EUV Bands, 31 March 2022

25.6 nm 28.4 nm 30.4 nm 117.5 nm 121.6 nm 133.5 nm 140.5 nm

dA(7), dB −0.91 −0.54 −0.93 −0.67 −0.81 −0.82 −0.53

dA(11), dB −0.76 −0.07 −0.82 −0.84 −0.67 −0.91 −0.75

dAmax, dB −0.83 −0.19 −0.88 −0.83 −0.76 −0.91 −0.72

fmin 0.63 0.03 0.66 0.68 0.52 0.73 0.59

For the more intense flare, there is a rather strong correlation between the EUV radia-
tion bursts and the change of the amplitude of the received sounding signal (Table 2). The
effect was much less pronounced for the less intense flare (Table 3). In general, according
to the data of both flares, the lowest or even absent correlation was observed between the
absorption level (represented by the signal amplitude and fmin) and the emission in the
28.4 nm spectral band. The highest correlation was observed in the case of the 133.5 nm
band, meaning the strongest impact on the lower ionosphere was caused by this EUV
spectral band.

Figure 10 schematically shows the EUV flux variation for different bands: the values
for each curve were multiplied by a coefficient k (different for each band) to adjust all the
curves to a similar scale. This was done for illustrative purposes to compare the forms of
the curves. Black curves with dots show the fmin values along the right Y-axis. It results
that the increase of the emission in the 28.4 nm band (second curve from the top of the
figure) was less abrupt in contrast to other spectral bands. This may explain why its effect
on the absorption level was less pronounced.
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It was even more interesting to study the same correlation but with the X-ray spectral
bands, as it is known that the physical source of strong increases of electron concentration
in the ionospheric D region during flares is the X-ray radiation in the wavelength range
shorter than 10 nm. The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. X-ray variations are shown in
Figure 10.

Table 4. The same as in Table 2, but for X-rays.

X-ray Bands, 30 March 2022

(0.05–0.4) nm (0.1–0.8) nm

dA(7), dB −0.8 −0.84

dA(11), dB −0.91 −0.88

dAmax, dB −0.89 −0.93

fmin 0.96 0.92

Table 5. The same as in Table 3, but for X-rays.

X-ray Bands, 31 March 2022

(0.05–0.4) nm (0.1–0.8) nm

dA(7), dB −0.93 −0.95

dA(11), dB −0.9 −0.89

dAmax, dB −0.93 −0.94

fmin 0.96 0.91

At first glance, it seems that the X-ray radiation within the shorter wavelengths
(between 0.05 and 0.4 nm) had more effect on the fmin variations. At the same time, such
a conclusion may be incorrect. Considering the qualitative character of our assessment
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and the fact that, in general, r in Tables 4 and 5 varies near the values of high correlation
(0.8–0.95), we consider it impossible to make conclusions about which of the X-ray bands
had a more pronounced impact on the absorption level in the lower ionosphere. The
only conclusion from Figure 10 and Tables 4 and 5 is that the role of the X-ray radiation
during the flares is the most important, which coincides with the well-known fact from
the literature.

To conclude, the major role of the X-ray radiation in the electron concentration increase
in the lower ionosphere of the considered region during the flares was confirmed. As for
the EUV radiation impact on the lower ionosphere, it cannot be totally discarded. It was
more pronounced for the more intense flare X1.3 than for M9.6. For the particular cases
of the two considered flares, the EUV emission in the 28.4 nm spectral band provoked the
weakest impact on the absorption conditions in the lower ionosphere (probably due to the
smooth gradual increase of radiation in this band) and the 133.5 nm band had the most
pronounced impact. Therefore, the parts of the spectrum that have the greatest influence in
this case have been identified.

4.2. Flare Detection by GNSS Data
4.2.1. Features of dI Response

We considered sTEC variations that were filtered with a moving average of different
windows (see Section 3). Due to the time scales of the ionospheric responses to the flares
and the duration of these responses, the most informative data were the dI time series
obtained with (2–10) min and (10–20) min windows. Some traces of responses were also
detected in the dI(20–60) min series, but they were detected only at some LoSs and mostly
did not exceed the background dI(20–60) fluctuations. To add, this filtering did not allow
us to estimate adequately the time of the dI response because of its duration being less than
20 min. To discard the possible dI peaks caused by the multipath effects of GNSS signal
reception, the dI data were analyzed not only during the flare day but also the day before
(for comparison).

dI variations were studied at each LoS from different satellites. Figure 11 illustrates an
example of dI(2–10) variations observed at the receiver station YOIG in the south of Mexico
(Figure 3). A certain pattern of dI behavior was detected at all LoSs during the flare: the
dI(2–10) decrease after the flare onset followed by the moderate increase and then, before
or at the moment of the flare end, the return to the level of the background variations.
The only different pattern is seen for the ray path YOIG-G07. Probably, it is explained by
the local processes that were not overcome by the flare effect. The analysis of Figure 11
shows that the dI(2–10) variation caused by the flare was of a small amplitude compared
with other effects, which, for example, are seen at LoSs YOIG-G09 and YOIG-G06 at 18:30
UT. These were provoked by the multipath effect due to some obstacle in the signal path.
Another conclusion is the simultaneity of the dI response at all LoSs.

Let us describe the responses to each flare, as it is known that they can vary. For
example, based on data for X-, M- and C-flares during 2014–2017, Syrovatskiy et al. [29]
demonstrated that the response to a flare with a sufficiently strong X-ray flux may practically
not manifest itself, and vice versa, the response to a weaker flare may turn out to be greater
than to a stronger flare. Dmitriev et al. [15] also discussed the issue of why a weaker
flare can produce a larger TEC enhancement and a very intense flare can produce effects
comparable to those caused by moderate flares. These facts prove the presence of variability
in the ionospheric response. The flare intensity defined in terms of the X-ray class of the
flare may not be a measure of the ionospheric response in the F2-region [20,30,31].

Figure 12 shows examples of dI(2–10) and dI(10–20) variations for 30 March 2022 at
LoSs from satellites G14 and G30 to different receivers. dI curves during the flare were
characterized by the И-form: the negative bay followed by the positive peak. The same dI
behavior pattern was revealed at all LoSs for this day (not shown for the economy of space).
Notwithstanding the small amplitudes of dI deviations, the simultaneity and uniformity
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of the response at all LoSs, as well as the moment of the ionospheric response occurrence,
leave no doubt that it was caused exactly by the flare.
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In the case of the less intense flare of 31 March 2022 (Figure 13), the dI response at
many LoSs did not exceed the level of background fluctuations. In general, the response
(when detected) was less intense than in the previous case. It can be noted that sometimes
dI(2–10) show the И-pattern but at the same time, the deviations are of the same amplitude
as the background fluctuations. Only the simultaneity of the И-form occurrence indicates
that it is a response. As for the dI(10–20) variations, the response was not present at some
LoSs. When it was present, the parameter deviations exceeded the background fluctuations.
At the majority of LoSs (please note that only the examples are shown in Figure 13), the
negative bay in the temporal dI (10–20) variations was more pronounced than the following
positive peak.
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Considering the general small amplitude of dI variations, we constructed the maps of
the sub-ionospheric points at all LoSs before, during and after the flares as it results that
such a representation of results allows us to better appreciate the flare effects on dI. The
maps of the sub-ionospheric points were constructed with a time step of 30 s. The examples
are given in Figure 14. Essentially, the green color of the points means no deviation of
dI(10–20) over this point; the blue color means negative and the red color means positive
deviation. The animation of the sequence of maps is available as Supplementary Materials
to this article (https://zenodo.org/record/7363050, accessed on 25 December 2022).

There are different works dedicated to the roles of position of AR responsible for
the flare, solar zenith angle at the moment of the flare and flare X-class in relation to the
ionosphere response to the flare [18] and references therein. According to the literature, the
impact of X-ray radiation during flares does not depend much on the flare’s AR position
on the solar disk. In contrast, EUV radiation during flares is more geo-effective if the
corresponding AR is in the center of the solar disk [32,33]. Therefore, the smaller effects of
the M9.6-flare on the lower ionosphere may be explained by the weaker X-class of the flare
and on the F2 layer and topside ionosphere, at least partially, by the AR position, which
was further from the solar disk center than during the X1.3-flare. The issue of the influence
of the solar zenith angle on the ionospheric response was discussed by different authors,
for example [2,10,30,31]. In our case, the solar zenith angle in the center of Mexico was
Z(sun) = ~26◦ during the first flare and Z(sun) = ~17◦ during the second flare, meaning that
in the second case the Z(sun) conditions were more favorable to cause the major effects,
as it was closer to the noon. However, smaller dI deviations were registered during the
second flare. Considering the similarity of the other observation conditions (Table 1), this
implies that the ionospheric response depended more on the AR position and the flare class

https://zenodo.org/record/7363050
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than on the solar zenith angle. Nevertheless, this is the preliminary conclusion, as more
statistics is needed.
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The presence of the negative bay in the dI variation (И-form) can be a result of either
the sTEC filtering procedure or the physical effect. There are works that evidenced negative
TEC deviations during flares. For example, Thome and Wagner [34] reported negative
disturbances (3–10%) within heights of 280–600 km as a response to two flares. According to
the simulation results by Leonovich and Taschilin [35], the electron concentration decrease
in the outer ionosphere can be caused by O+ ion outflow towards the plasmasphere. After
the “switching off” of a flare, the plasma pressure in the F2 region decreases rapidly and
the difference in pressure between the upper and lower ionosphere cannot maintain O+ ion
flow in the upward direction. The ionosphere returns to its undisturbed state [35]. There are
more works on this issue. Mendillo and Evans [5] reported such an upward outflow caused
by flares. Mendillo et al. [16] showed that an enhancement of upward plasma flux occurs
for large flares observed on Earth. To provide a more recent example, Liu et al. [19] studied
the ion upflow near the X9.3-flare peak on 6 September 2017 and found that ambipolar
diffusion enhancement is the main driver for it. The last mentioned work also provides
a list of references for different mechanisms proposed to explain the ionospheric upflow
in the literature. In addition, the reader can find a list of publications on the dynamics
resulting in the ionospheric outflow of O+ ions in work by Lin and Ilie [36]. From the other
hand, Yasyukevich et al. [22] applied the same methodology as in the present work to study
solar flare effects during September 2017. According to these authors, as the filtering results
in a zero mean value, any dI increase is shown as a decrease with the minimum at the
moment of the event onset. In our case, the dI minimum was between the flare onset and
the rapid increase of radiation to its peak during the flare. Additional studies are needed,
especially since the processing methods used by different authors are different. To verify
the “physical” version in our case and to study the ion/electron behavior exactly in the F2
ionospheric layer and/or higher, low-orbit data are needed. Unfortunately, no satellite with
the necessary data passed over the North American low-latitude region at the moments of
the flares. Therefore, we cannot draw a definitive conclusion on this issue. According to
the ionograms, foF2 did not show (short-term) rapid large deviations, which means there
was no much change in the electron concentration during the flares at the F2 layer heights.
Although foF2 had some decrease after the first flare onset, it was very small (~1% of the
value). In addition, it should be noted that the foF2 values showed significant day-to-day
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variability. Basically, short-term foF2 variations before, during and after the flares on 20 and
31 March 2022 did not seem different from the background fluctuations during the same
period on the reference day of 1 April. Therefore, it can be inferred that the detected dI
response was a result of changes at the higher altitudes, as it is known that the ionospheric
regions above the F2 layer can contribute, by various estimates, up to 25–30% of the TEC
value (e.g., [37]). Mendillo et al. [10] studied the TEC response to the great flare with data
from North America, Europe and Africa and also emphasized the role of the changes above
the F2-layer peak height.

Furthermore, due to the application of moving average as a filter to the dI time series,
it is difficult to estimate the real duration of the effects in the ionosphere. In this regard,
for both flares, the characteristic coincidence of the phases of dI(10–20) variation and flare
phases was noted. First, at the moment of flare onset, dI(10–20) began to decrease and
further to increase. The increase was maximal at the moment of the flare peak. Then, the
dI(10–20) value decreased to its pre-flare value. This recovery ended at the moment of the
flare end (examples given in Figures 11 and 12). The described pattern seems interesting
and may not be ignored. We will proceed from the assumption that dI(10–20) are closer by
their time scale to the duration of the sTEC response to the flares.

4.2.2. Correlation with Different Ranges of EUV and X-ray Radiation

The assumption that the response of the ionosphere in the F2 region and above
depends on the particular level of radiation in different EUV spectral bands was made
previously in several classical [1,13] and more recent works [16]. It would be interesting
to estimate, at least qualitatively, their impacts on the dI change. Similar to Section 4.1.3,
the coefficient r was calculated between the time series of dI and EUV and the X-ray fluxes
of different spectral bands. The 30 s dI series were adjusted to 1 min GOES data. It was
shown that the dI response at different LoSs was of the same pattern; consequently, it was
sufficient to calculate r for the parameters only at one LoS. For this purpose, the time series
of dI(2–10), dI(10–20) and ROTI at the ray path between the GPS satellite G17 and YOIG
station (considered before) were used for the analysis. We recall that dI(2–10) corresponds
to irregularities of the small scale and dI(10–20) to those of the medium scale. ROTI was
involved as an additional parameter to better understand dI variations because it is always
positive, which may be useful to identify the beginning of the ionospheric response. The
length of the time series was limited by the flare duration because (as shown above) the
dI variations are not exclusively affected by flares. They can present other features over a
longer period. The results are presented in Tables 6 and 7. Considering the overall strong
dependence of the ionosphere behavior on solar radiation as well as the fact that the fluxes
of UV and soft X-rays at wavelengths correlate with each other, for our particular case we
consider correlation to be strong if r ≥ 0.9 and moderate if 0.7 ≤ r ≤ 0.9.

Table 6. Correlation between sTEC derivatives and fluxes of different spectral bands during X1.3-flare.

r
(17:20–17:46

UT)

EUV
25.6
nm

EUV
28.4
nm

EUV
30.4
nm

EUV
117.5
nm

EUV
121.6
nm

EUV
133.5
nm

EUV
140.5
nm

X
(0.05–0.4)

nm

X
(0.1–0.8)

nm

dI(2-10) 0.60 0.39 0.63 0.65 0.59 0.60 0.58 0.64 0.58

dI(10-20) 0.93 0.74 0.87 0.71 0.84 0.70 0.51 0.93 0.93

ROTI 0.51 0.17 0.68 0.92 0.63 0.90 0.95 0.54 0.43
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Table 7. The same as in Table 6, but for M9.6-flare.

r
(18:16–18:45

UT)

EUV
25.6
nm

EUV
28.4
nm

EUV
30.4
nm

EUV
117.5
nm

EUV
121.6
nm

EUV
133.5
nm

EUV
140.5
nm

X
(0.05–0.4)

nm

X
(0.1–0.8)

nm

dI(2-10) 0.54 0.59 0.65 0.51 0.66 0.58 0.46 0.34 0.40

dI(10-20) 0.97 0.91 0.95 0.50 0.91 0.64 0.31 0.73 0.87

ROTI −0.44 −0.44 0.51 −0.54 −0.59 −0.58 −0.50 −0.34 −0.35

In general, during the more intense X1.3-flare correlation between the dI series filtered
with the (10–20) min window and the fluxes of all spectral bands was rather high. Radiation
at 25.6 nm had the major impact on dI(10–20). Surprisingly (as EUV is known to play the
main role in the higher ionosphere), X-ray flux of both shorter and longer wavelengths
showed a strong correlation with dI(10–20) (of the same level as EUV at 25.6 nm). Correla-
tions for dI(2–10) were mostly weak. Correlations for ROTI were strong to 117.5, 133.5 and
140.5 nm and almost absent for other bands. In general, r for the 28.4 nm band (see Figure 14
upper panel) was rather low (similarly to the lower ionosphere). This was probably due to
the more gradual increase at this wavelength.

Figure 15 (upper panel) illustrates the sTEC derivative variations from Table 6 and the
bursts of radiation in the chosen bands. Similar to Figure 10, EUV and X-ray flux values are
multiplied by the specific coefficient for each band (coefficient values are not listed as they
have no physical meaning) for illustrative purposes. Both dI(2–10) and dI(10–20) increases
to their peak values occurred with the flux intensification at the mentioned EUV bands and
the corresponding X-ray burst. The beginning ROTI increase corresponded to an increase
of X-rays as well. At that, we should note that due to the rules of ROTI calculation, there is
an uncertainty of its peak beginning within a 5 min interval. This probably explains why
ROTI and dI(2–10) response beginnings are not synchronized in the upper plot of Figure 14.
If the ROTI curve is “moved” 4 min to the left on the X-axis, its response beginning will
correspond to a dI(2–10) decrease.

Positive dI(2–10) and dI(10–20) manifested themselves with the EUV flux increase at
particular wavelengths (dotted curves). Negative dI bay is seen after the onset of the flare
at 17:21 UT before the peaks of radiation at different bands. It is worth noting that the flare
onset is defined as the first minute in a sequence of 4 min of the monotonic increase in
(0.1–0.8) nm flux. The fact that the transition from negative to positive dI occurs exactly
at the moment of the solar radiation’s rapid increase to its peak calls attention. Maybe, it
suggests that during the slow increase of radiation, a certain process is responsible for the
dI decrease and then, during the rapid growth of radiation, another process (ionization)
begins to dominate in the dI behavior. Still, as if there is no certainty that the dI transition
from negative to positive values has a physical meaning.

As for the less intense flare on 31 March, it was shown that it provoked mostly
medium-scale irregularities. This is confirmed by the results in Table 7: only correlations
for dI(10–20) are worth noting. ROTI did not show any response in this case. In contrast to
the more mixed influence during the more intense flare, EUV bands that impacted more can
be clearly revealed. In particular, the 25.6, 28.4, 30.4 and 121.6 nm spectral bands showed
strong correlation with the ionospheric response. Radiation at 25.6 nm played a major role
(very strong correlation, r = 0.97). Similar to the previous case, negative dI are observed
after the flare onset and the transition from negative to positive dI occurred exactly at the
moment of the beginning of the radiation bursts. In addition, we recall that during M9.6,
the positive dI(10–20) were rather weak at some LoSs (probably due to the less intense
radiation), but the negative dI(10–20) bays were well detected.
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Figure 15. dI variations filtered with the windows (2–10) and (10–20) and ROTI variations (continuous
curves) during the X1.3 flare on 30 March 2022 (upper panel) and the M9.6 flare on 31 March
2022 (lower panel). Dotted lines schematically show the bursts of solar radiation in the chosen
spectral bands.

It was shown previously that the flare impact on the ionosphere depends on the
amount of radiation emitted in different EUV and X-ray bands [11,19,35,38]. Figure 5
in [37] shows an interesting picture of how increases in different solar radiation spectral
intervals influence the contribution of different ionospheric regions (heights) to the TEC
value. According to these authors, the electron content increase in the topside ionosphere is
related to EUV spectral bands of 55–65 and 85–95 nm. Berdermann et al. [11] stated that the
EUV component around 30 nm can seriously affect GNSS positioning services. According
to Hernández-Pajares et al. [38], vertical TEC is highly correlated with EUV photon flux
at the 26–34 nm spectral band, which is geo-effective in the ionization of mono-atomic
oxygen in the atmosphere. Regarding the possible electron density decrease in the topside
ionosphere, Leonovich and Taschilin [35] concluded that it can be related to changes in the
15–20 nm, 30–35 nm and 35–40 nm bands. Liu et al. [19] affirmed that the changes in the
vertical plasma density gradient are mainly due to EUV 15.5–79.8 nm.

In our case during both flares, EUV radiation at 25.6 nm played the major role, which
is in accord with the results of some authors mentioned above. Surprisingly, during the
X1.3-flare X-ray flux, the impact was of the same level as the EUV 25.6 nm in the F2 region.
During the M9.6-flare, EUV spectral bands of 28.4, 30.4 and 121.6 nm also showed strong
correlation with the ionospheric F2 response. Basically, the comparison of our results with
other works implies that the dI decrease was a physical effect.

To sum up, a coherent dI response was observed at all LoSs during the first flare and
almost at all LoSs during the second flare. X1.3 flare provoked small- and medium-scale
ionospheric irregularities. The M9.6-flare provoked mostly medium-scale irregularities.
These disturbances can be characterized by the electron concentration change of 1-5% of the
background variation (small-scale) and 5-30% of the background variation (medium-scale).
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Such deviations correspond to the dI amplitudes. According to the form of the dI(10–20)
curves and the results of Tables 6 and 7, it seems that the duration of the ionospheric
response corresponds to dI variation filtered with the windows (10–20) min. During
both flares, the response consisted of the negative dI bay observed after the onset of the
flare, which was followed by the positive dI peak observed between the rapid increase of
radiation at particular EUV and X-ray wavelengths and the end of the flare. During the
less intense flare, the positive dI deviation was not pronounced at some LoSs. In general,
the amplitudes of dI(10–20) deviations were lower than in the case of the more intense flare.
To note, in both cases, the response was not intense, as other effects (e.g., multipath effect)
manifested themselves in the dI variations stronger. The presence of the negative dI may be
explained by the filtering procedure or have the physical meaning. There are some indirect
indications in favor of the latter. However, without low-orbit satellite data, it is impossible
to make a definitive conclusion on this issue.

5. Conclusions

Manifestations of two intense flares were studied in the ionosphere of the low- to
mid-latitude North American sector (mostly Mexican region). The end of March 2022
was characterized by the notable change in the background solar activity represented by
the F10.7-index. However, this circumstance did not have much effect on the ionospheric
response to the flares on 30–31 March 2022. This is because during the flares, not only
the intensification of solar radiation but also the significant change in the spectrum of
solar radiation (radiation at different bands) plays an important role. Studying the impact
of these processes on such regions as Mexico, combining several methods, allows us to
compare the results with previous studies and obtain new data. This is especially important
because of the increase in the number of solar flares expected due to the solar activity
growth at the ascending part of the solar cycle 25. The peculiarity of the present study is
the high temporal resolution of the ionosonde data (2 min) and the GNSS-derived data
(30 s). The following results were obtained:

(1) The more intense X1.3-flare on 30 March 2022 provoked a more significant response
in the lower ionosphere (including the HF fadeout event) than the less intense M9.6-flare
on 31 March 2022.

(2) The narrowing of the frequency operation range and the signal amplitude decrease
on ionograms manifested themselves with a ~3 min delay from the X1.3-flare onset and
~5 min delay from the M9.6-flare onset.

(3) X1.3-flare caused the shortwave fadeout near the flare peak moment (maximal
radiation), which lasted ~6 min in Mexico and ~(1–8) min in Eglin. No fadeout event
was caused by the M9.6-flare. For both considered flares, the maximal flare impact on
the amplitude of the received signal in Mexico was observed ~(14–15) min after the flare
beginning.

(4) The recovery of the lower ionosphere conditions (absorption) began before the
X1.3 flare end and lasted after it, being more rapid at Eglin than in Mexico. As for M9.6
flare, the responses at two observation points were rather synchronized due to the more
similar illumination conditions (LT of the flare) at two meridians than the day before, when
X1.3-flare occurred.

(5) The overall X1.3-flare effects in the lower ionosphere lasted ~1 h 24 min and those
of the M9.6-flare ~40 min. In both cases, the effects in the lower ionosphere lasted longer
than the flare duration, in contrast to the effects revealed by GNSS data (F2 layer and
topside ionosphere).

(6) The analysis of different spectral bands of solar radiation confirmed the major role
of X-rays in the electron concentration increase in the lower ionosphere during the flares.
At the same time, the analysis showed that the EUV impact on the lower ionosphere cannot
be totally discarded. It was more pronounced for the more intense flare.

(7) For the particular cases of the two considered flares, EUV emission in the 28.4 nm
spectral band provoked the weakest impact on the absorption conditions in the lower
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ionosphere (probably due to the smooth gradual increase of radiation in this band) and the
133.5 nm band had the most pronounced impact.

(8) A coherent (simultaneous) dI response (implying the integral response in the F2-
layer and topside ionosphere) was observed at all LoSs during the X1.3-flare and almost at
all LoSs during the M9.6-flare. Both consisted of the negative dI bay after the flare onset,
followed by the positive dI peak observed between the rapid increase of radiation at the
particular EUV and X-ray wavelengths and the end of the flare. During the less intense
flare, the positive dI were not pronounced at some LoSs.

(9) In both cases, the dI response was not as intense as the other effects (e.g., multipath
effect). Notwithstanding the small amplitudes of dI deviations, the simultaneity and
uniformity of the response at all LoSs, as well as the moment of the ionospheric response
occurrence, leave no doubt that it was caused exactly by the flare. The ionospheric response
duration corresponded to dI filtered with the centered moving average with (10–20) min
windows. The dI(10–20) deviation amplitudes were smaller during the less intense flare.

(10) The preliminary conclusion is that the ionospheric response by dI depended more
on the AR position on the Sun and the flare class than on the solar zenith angle. However,
more statistics is needed.

(11) It was revealed that the X1.3-flare provoked small- and medium-scale iono-
spheric irregularities, and the M9.6-flare provoked mostly medium-scale irregularities
in the F-layer.

(12) The presence of the negative dI may be explained by the filtering procedure
or have the physical meaning. There are some indirect indications in favor of the last
mentioned. However, in the absence of low-orbit satellite data, it was impossible to make a
definitive conclusion on this issue.

(13) EUV is known to play the main role in the F2 region of the ionosphere. During the
X1.3-flare, EUV radiation at 25.6 nm had the major impact on dI(10–20). Surprisingly, X-ray
flux of both shorter and longer wavelengths showed a strong correlation with dI(10–20)
which was of the same level as EUV at 25.6 nm. ROTI was affected by 117.5, 133.5 and
140.5 nm bands. Similar to the lower ionosphere, the 28.4 nm band impact on the F2-layer
was rather low but only during the X1.3-flare. During the M9.6-flare, 25.6, 28.4, 30.4 and
121.6 nm EUV spectral bands showed strong correlation with the ionospheric response.
Radiation at 25.6 nm again played a major role (very strong correlation, r = 0.97).

Supplementary Materials: Maps of sub-ionospheric points over Mexico for the flare periods during
30 March 2022 and 31 March 2022 are available in the Zenodo repository at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.7363050 (accessed on 27 November 2022).
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